We describe the portable and efficient implementation of coinductive logic programming found in Logtalk, discussing its features and limitations. As Logtalk uses as a back-end compiler a compatible Prolog system, we also discuss the status of key Prolog features for an efficient and usable implementation of coinduction.
Introduction
Coinductive logic programming complements classical inductive logic programming by allowing writing of programs that reason about infinite rational entities such as cyclic terms and ω-automata. Areas of application include modeling and verification of real-time systems [1, 2] and lazy evaluation [3] .
This paper describes the current implementation of coinductive logic programming found in Logtalk, discussing its features and limitations. 1 As Logtalk uses as a back-end compiler a compatible Prolog system, we also discuss the status of key Prolog features for an efficient and usable implementation of coinduction. We assume that the reader is familiar with the theoretical work in coinduction (see e.g. [4, 5] ). Therefore, this paper is written from a practical, technical point-of-view.
The main motivation for implementing support for coinductive logic programming in Logtalk is to make it the preferred tool for solving problems that require coinductive reasoning. This is an ambitious and long term goal, but we believe that the core features of Logtalk, including its code encapsulation and code reuse mechanisms, provide a strong framework for solving complex problems where coinduction is one of the solution components. In addition, the inherent requirements on back-end Prolog compiler native features, for example, on support for rational terms, tabling, and constraints, hopefully help drive future enhancements to Prolog implementations that will ultimately benefit the logic programming community at large. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of Logtalk. Section 3 describes the coinductive predicate directives provided by Logtalk. Section 4 describes the hook predicates that support usercustomization of the coinductive proof algorithm. Section 5 describes in detail our implementation of coinduction, discussing its features and limitations. Section 6 presents some examples of coinductive predicates. Section 7 shows Logtalk built-in support for debugging coinductive predicates. Section 8 compares our implementation with related work. Section 9 concludes and outlines future work. Logtalk [6, 7] is an open source object-oriented logic programming language that can use most Prolog implementations as back-end compilers. Logtalk focuses on code encapsulation and code reuse features, providing a versatile alternative to Prolog module systems. As a multi-paradigm language, Logtalk supports classes, prototypes, parametric objects, categories (fine-grained units of code reuse), separation between interface and implementation using protocols, eventdriven programming, and high-level multi-threading programming. Logtalk uses object as a generic term: an object can play the role of, e.g., an instance, a class, or a prototype. The relations between objects, protocols, and categories define different patterns of code reuse. Logtalk entities can be static, defined in source files, or dynamic, created at runtime. Computations are performed by sending messages (corresponding to predicates) to objects. Logtalk enforces predicate encapsulation (predicates can be declared public, protected, or private) and features a clear distinction between predicate declaration and predicate definition (using a closed-world assumption when a predicate is declared but not defined). Logtalk is developed with a strong emphasis on portability and reliability. It is used worldwide in academic and commercial projects. Its distribution includes extensive documentation, numerous examples, a library, and basic development tools (for debugging, unit testing, and documenting).
Logtalk in a Nutshell

Coinductive Predicate Directives
Logtalk requires coinductive predicates to be explicitly declared, as the predicate clauses must be compiled with support for checking coinductive success and for keeping a stack of coinductive hypotheses. When constructing a proof for a coinductive predicate goal, the coinductive hypotheses are the ancestor goals for the same coinductive predicate. Coinductive success is achieved when the current goal unifies with a coinductive hypothesis. We can have multiple proofs, and thus possibly multiple solutions, when the current goal unifies with more than one coinductive hypothesis.
Coinductive predicates are declared using the coinductive/1 predicate directive. The argument of this directive can be a predicate indicator when all the predicate arguments are relevant for coinductive success. As an example, consider Listing 1.1.
